In this paper we outline briefly a proof of Theorem 1, which was conjectured by J. Nagata [l].
By dimension we shall always mean covering dimension. A family of subsets of X is discrete if each point of X has a neighborhood which meets at most one member of the family. For a subset A of X and a family 6 of subsets of X, let S(A, <B) denote the union of A and all those C£6 such that CC\AT £ 0. For each integer w^O, let
[e] n = {s n (c,e):CE e}. •lij = {5 (ff, Oly+i): ff G ai,-} ; *0ly = U *%•.
For ,4 Of, lgi^w+1,inland fc^O, let (1) and (3) and the condition on the metric insure that ^ is of order gw + 1. Thus the proof is complete.
T(A,i,j)= l)T*(A,i,j).

